Jay’s 30-Day Vortex Based Mathematics workout Plan
Based on vortex mathematics and
Focused breathing
An Introduction to my lifting system
Don’t have hours to dedicate to the gym? You don’t need “hours.”. You also
dont need heavy ass weight. As we age, we need to age well, and What you need is a
desire to get better, on your own, on a day-to-day basis. No diet can save you. No
trainer can save you. Only a desire to be better than you were yesterday, or ever, for
that matter.
Obviously, you need to take your nutrition seriously. That doesn't mean eating
several times a day. You need to clean out and reset your colon. A good way to do
that is fasting. A 24, 48, 72, or even a 7-day fast are helpful. If you can't do that,
try intermittent fasting. Your body needs time to digest all the stuff you've been
eating, and it can't do that when you're constantly eating. Literally.
All that being said, let’s break down very lightly vortex mathematics and
focused breathing. Vortex mathematics simply put, is a system based on the
connection between the numbers 1-9. 9 is the ruler number of the group, and the
other two cardinal numbers are 3 and 6. An example of this is that 3+3=6, and
6+6=12, where 1+2=3. 3 and 6 always rotate around each other whether you divide
them in two or double them. Vortex mathematics always doubles. 9 always equals
9. 9+9=18, 1+8=9. 18+18= 36, 3+6=9. The rest of the math in the system goes as
follows, and you can double as much as you want but follow the trail 1>2>4>8>7>5.
1+1=2, 2+2=4, 4+4=8, 8+8=16(1+6=7), 7+7=14(1+4=5). These are all balanced by the
polarity of 3 and 6, ruled by the absolution of 9. This is what Nikola Tesla wanted
us to understand, the power of 9.
Focused Breathing. You can find more on this with the Article by Mantak Chia
Here. In an Episode with London REal, Mantak Explains how deep breathing, done by
expanding the chest and raising the elbows above the head with each expansion,
should be done either 9, 18, or 36 times. You’ll see in the article I linked that most
of the exercises are done 3x, and some with the complete number of 10.
What I want you to focus on, during the following, is breathing and focus
during each repetition, making sure to focus on activating the muscle fully, in your
“mind” and “body.” The reps will be based around 9, we will be either doubling the 9
to reach 18 or doubling the 18 to reach 36, either way we end with the ruler number
of 9, which will help us focus internally and mentally even more. Also, what ive
found is that typically in workouts, the numbers we go to are usually 6, 8, 10, 12, or
15. Most of these numbers still center around the ruling polarity numbers of the
vortex system, but going to 9 or 18 or 36 helps us to focus our workouts even
further, since these numbers are typically foreign to us when it comes to lifting.

Without further adieu, this workout plan is built for a month, but you can use
it as long as you wish.

Things to remember:
-Week 1: No dropsets, just complete the workout.
-Week2: Add 1 dropset to the last set(reps 9/18/ or 36 according to your
level)
-week 3: Add a dropset to the final two sets(reps 9/18/ or 36 according to
your level)
-week 4: try adding dropsets to the final 3 sets(reps 9/18/ or 36 according to
your level)
What is a dropset? Drop the weight ⅓ or ½ and do the reps listed according
to the difficulty you need.
-Core is essential, we will be warming up with core three days of the week,
and using the stairmaster or incline Treadmill at the highest incline and
around 3 mph for a light sweat and to warm our bodies up. Stretching for at
least five minutes at the end is essential.
We will be overlapping muscles to achieve full exhaustion. This also forces
our body to recover the area properly and ensures that we give ample time
for rest, as there will be several days of recovery in between body parts.
The spaces are to record your sets and weights, so you can easily compare
your week to week progress. Make sure you push yourself. Nobody can push
you. You have to want to get better for you, and this is physically the easiest
way to see progress being made.

Day One: 9 Exercises-Chest and Triceps
Exercise

Week 1

Week 2(1 DS)

Week 3(2 DS)

Week 4(3 DS)

Pushups
4 x 9/18
Hanging leg
raises
4 x 9/18
Weighted
roman twists
4 x 18 each
side
Fly
machine(hold
for 1 sec)
3 x 18
Incline DB
Bench
4 x 18,18,9,9
Incline
Hammer
strength
4 x 18,18,9,9
Flat BB
Bench
3 x 18
Triceps Rope
Pushdown
3 x 36
Dips
3 x 18
*items in gray are the Warmup Items, *DS =dropset for non-core exercises
*splits indicate you can choose reps based on your difficulty level (i.e. 9/18 indicates you can do
either 9 or 18, 9/18/36 means you can do either of the three)

*if a comma splits the numbers the sets descend in that order(i.e. 18,18,9,9 there are four sets,
one of 18, another of 18, another of 9, and another of 9)
Personal Workout and Nutrition Notes-take notes daily:
-Did I eat to provide the right amount of nutrients for my body? Overeat?
Undereat?

-Did I actually work to improve or did I waste my time?

-Am I focused on getting better for the right reasons or wrong ones?

-Is this for vanity or for health? Will I be consistent? Am I forming good habits?

-Did I stretch daily? Am I taking stretching seriously?

-Other notes

Day Two: 9 Exercises-Triceps and Shoulders
Exercise

Week 1

Week 2(1 DS)

Week 3(2 DS)

Roman Twist
3 x 36 total
Pikes
4 x 9/18
Lying Side
Elbow/Knee
Touches
4 x 18 each
Touch-the-sk
y weighted sit
ups
4 x 9/18
Close Grip
Bench
3 x 18
V-Grip
Pushdowns
3 x 36
3-Way Delts:
Front(Alt),
lateral,Rear
3 x 9/18
Overhead
Flyes(Palms
facing in)
3 x 9/18
Alt. DB Press
3 x 18
*items in gray are the Warmup Items, *DS =dropset for non-core exercises

Week 4(3 DS)

*splits indicate you can choose reps based on your difficulty level (i.e. 9/18 indicates you can do
either 9 or 18, 9/18/36 means you can do either of the three)
*if a comma splits the numbers the sets descend in that order(i.e. 18,18,9,9 there are four sets,
one of 18, another of 18, another of 9, and another of 9)
Personal Workout and Nutrition Notes-take notes daily:
-Did I eat to provide the right amount of nutrients for my body? Overeat?
Undereat?

-Did I actually work to improve or did I waste my time?

-Am I focused on getting better for the right reasons or wrong ones?

-Is this for vanity or for health? Will I be consistent? Am I forming good habits?

-Did I stretch daily? Am I taking stretching seriously?

-Other notes

Day Three: 9 Exercises-Shoulders and Biceps
Exercise
Int/Ext
Rotation
3 x 36
Lying Side
Elbow/Knee
Touches
3 x 36
Calf Touches
3 x 36
EZ Bar Curl
& Press
3 x 18/36
Machine
Shoulder
Press
3 x 18
Cable Rope
Frontal Raise
3 x 36,18,18
Cable Rope
Curls
3 x 36,18,18
Preacher
Machine
Curls
3 x 18
Alt. DB
Curls(supinat
ed grip)
3 x 18

Week 1

Week 2(1 DS)

Week 3(2 DS)

Week 4(3 DS)

*items in gray are the Warmup Items, *DS =dropset for non-core exercises
*splits indicate you can choose reps based on your difficulty level (i.e. 9/18 indicates you can do
either 9 or 18, 9/18/36 means you can do either of the three)
*if a comma splits the numbers the sets descend in that order(i.e. 18,18,9,9 there are four sets,
one of 18, another of 18, another of 9, and another of 9)

Personal Workout and Nutrition Notes-take notes daily:
-Did I eat to provide the right amount of nutrients for my body? Overeat?
Undereat?

-Did I actually work to improve or did I waste my time?

-Am I focused on getting better for the right reasons or wrong ones?

-Is this for vanity or for health? Will I be consistent? Am I forming good habits?

-Did I stretch daily? Am I taking stretching seriously?

-Other notes

Day Four: 9 exercises-Biceps and Back(DS if you want the work)
Exercise
10 Min
Stairmaster
or treadmill
Hanging Knee
Raise
3 x 18
Pushups
3 x 18
EZ Bar Curls
3 x 18/36
Cable
2-Handle
Curls
3 x 36
DB Romanian
Deadlifts
3 x 18
EZ Bar Bent
over
Rows(squeeze
) into RDLS
3 x 18
Cable Rows(1
Sec Squeeze)
3 x 36,18,18
Lat
Pulldowns(1
Sec Squeeze)
3 x 18

Week 1

Week 2

Week 3

Week 4

*items in gray are the Warmup Items, *DS =dropset for non-core exercises
*splits indicate you can choose reps based on your difficulty level (i.e. 9/18 indicates you can do
either 9 or 18, 9/18/36 means you can do either of the three)
*if a comma splits the numbers the sets descend in that order(i.e. 18,18,9,9 there are four sets,
one of 18, another of 18, another of 9, and another of 9)

Personal Workout and Nutrition Notes-take notes daily:
-Did I eat to provide the right amount of nutrients for my body? Overeat?
Undereat?

-Did I actually work to improve or did I waste my time?

-Am I focused on getting better for the right reasons or wrong ones?

-Is this for vanity or for health? Will I be consistent? Am I forming good habits?

-Did I stretch daily? Am I taking stretching seriously?

-Other notes

Day Five: 9 exercises-Back and Legs
Exercise
10-min
Stairmaster/
Treadmill
Calf Touches
3 x 36
Pikes
3 x 9/18
Back
Hyperextensio
ns
3 x 18
Bulgarian
Split Squat
3 x 9/18 each
leg
DB Step Up &
REverse
Lunge
3 x 9 each
leg
Narrow
Stance Leg
Press
3 x 36,18,18
Smith
Machine
Narrow
Stance Squat
4x9

Week 1

Week 2

Week 3

Week 4

DB Goblet
Squat
3 x 18
*items in gray are the Warmup Items, *DS =dropset for non-core exercises
*splits indicate you can choose reps based on your difficulty level (i.e. 9/18 indicates you can do
either 9 or 18, 9/18/36 means you can do either of the three)
*if a comma splits the numbers the sets descend in that order(i.e. 18,18,9,9 there are four sets,
one of 18, another of 18, another of 9, and another of 9)

Personal Workout and Nutrition Notes-take notes daily:
-Did I eat to provide the right amount of nutrients for my body? Overeat?
Undereat?

-Did I actually work to improve or did I waste my time?

-Am I focused on getting better for the right reasons or wrong ones?

-Is this for vanity or for health? Will I be consistent? Am I forming good habits?

-Did I stretch daily? Am I taking stretching seriously?

-Other notes

Day Six: 9 Exercises-Legs
Exercise
10 Min
Stairmaster/
Treadmill
Lying Side
Elbow/Knee
Touches
3 x 18 each
side
BodyWeight
Lunges
3 x 18 each
BodyWeight
Squats
3 x 36
Single-Leg
Leg Press
3 x 18 Each
Lying
Hamstring
Curls
3 x 36, 18,18
Weighted DB
Lunges
3 x 18,9,9 each
Kettlebell/D
B Sumo
Squat

Week 1

Week 2

Week 3

Week 4

3 x 18
(squeeze top)
KB/DB single
Arm Squat &
Press
3 x 9/18 each
*items in gray are the Warmup Items, *DS =dropset for non-core exercises
*splits indicate you can choose reps based on your difficulty level (i.e. 9/18 indicates you can do
either 9 or 18, 9/18/36 means you can do either of the three)
*if a comma splits the numbers the sets descend in that order(i.e. 18,18,9,9 there are four sets,
one of 18, another of 18, another of 9, and another of 9)

Personal Workout and Nutrition Notes-take notes daily:
-Did I eat to provide the right amount of nutrients for my body? Overeat?
Undereat?

-Did I actually work to improve or did I waste my time?

-Am I focused on getting better for the right reasons or wrong ones?

-Is this for vanity or for health? Will I be consistent? Am I forming good habits?

-Did I stretch daily? Am I taking stretching seriously?

-Other notes

Lastly, if you feel comfortable, take progress pics once weekly
and if you feel like you did well after a month, feel free to shoot
me a DM on my instagram or email me your results and ill post
them on my page!
I'm all about your success and that's why this program is free!
Being a former trainer, I will tell you I spent more time putting
this together(6 hours) than I typically spent when I was getting
paid to do it. I just care about you getting better. Let's do this
together!!

James Taylor
Former Trainer
Freelance Writer
Author

